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the Christians unanimously agreed, without the action of any council, without

depending on the authority of any particularly wise iddividual, without any group

of men having come together and decided upon it, they have agreed that these are

the books which are inspired of God. Nearly half of the books of the N. T. are

written by one man.. arid that Ia a man who Ian t named in the gospels as one of the

twelve apostles. He Is never mentioned in the gospels, X*z He was a man who

opposed Jesus Christ,, who fourjit against Hint, who persecuted Jeeuetollowera.

but God miraculously converted Him. The eleven apostles didn't get together and

have a vote and say we are going to *zekx make Paul an apostle. They had nothing

in the world to say about it. Jesus gave his list of twelve apostles which did no

include Paul, but God itraoulously reached down and picked Paul out, made him an

apostle, and inspired Paul to write about halt of the books of the N. T, and othe

He reached down and picked up, and caused to write books of the N. T., we have no

evidence had anything to do with apostles. And we have no evidence whether they
In th case of Hebrews

were apostles, and we can't even be sure/who wrote it. But we have a unanimity of

opinion, arid we have Jesus Christ setting the seal of his approval upon the Old

Testament, and by implication, and I believe by a very very justifiable Implicatto

making the acceptance of the N. T. like that of the Old, anl objective question,

not a subjective question, not do I like the book of Hebrews, dot do I like Jude,

do I like James, do these books seem to me to be the kind of bokks that Christians

would ....13*.,.. Not, have I proof who wrote these books, because we haven't

evidence, we can't go back and get it. There is no way in the world to prove it,

but these are the books which the Christians unanimously accepted within a period

of two or three centuries after .... VL...arid e±mgx the N. T., the same process

took place that took place regarding the Old Testament, and Jesus Christ set his

seal of approval upon these books, and he tplied there would be a N. T., .and th.r

came to be a N. T., and I believe He set the seal of His approval similarly upon

the N. T. .......end of 0 66 (end of class, Nov. 30)
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....stressed tkztx the fact that regarding the 0. 'P., the explanation that I gave

seems to be a necessary one, because I believe the N. T. uz was founded upon the
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